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The United States and its NATO allies have recently established ballistic missile defense
systems in Poland and Romania. The United States claims that these systems are set up for
the purpose of protecting Romania and Poland.
However, Russian leaders interpret the systems as a threat to them because these “defense
systems” are strike enabling. The new ballistic missile systems enable NATO forces in
Poland and Romania to strike Russia with cruise missiles, and then deﬂect any response.
Russia and China raised similar objections to the missile system being established in the
southern part of the Korean Peninsula. In Cold War terms, these missile systems give “ﬁrst
strike capability” to the United States and its NATO allies in Eastern Europe.

The installation of the missiles in Poland has been quite unpopular. Naturally, the installation
of the system in Poland has been accompanied by a crackdown on political forces that
object to it.
Mateusz Piskorski, a Pan-Slavic activist and former member of the Polish parliament has
been detained without speciﬁc charges. Authorities allege, without citing anything speciﬁc,
that he has been engaged in espionage.
To anyone trained in criminology or the history of espionage, it should be highly obvious
that Piskorski has not engaged in any illegal activity. Piskorski is a well-known political
activist. He leads a small political party and runs a Pan-Slavic publishing house. As a wellknown public ﬁgure, Piskorski is the last person that any intelligence agency would
cooperate with. Piskorski has been detained because he is an outspoken critic of NATO and
the European Union, and is loudly voicing his opposition to Polish cooperation with hostility
to Russia.
Piskorski is not the only one who has been targeted by the pro-NATO government in Poland.
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On April 1st, the right-wing political party that runs the country passed a sweeping antiCommunist law. The law outlaws displays honoring adherents of the “Anti-Polish Communist
Ideology.” The law speciﬁcally lists a number of Polish historical ﬁgures who cannot legally
be honored. Among them are not only leaders of the post-war socialist regime, but also the
Dabrowski Brigade of Polish volunteers who fought fascism in Spain, and any members of
the Social Democratic Party of Poland and Lithuania, once led by Rosa Luxemburg. A
number of anti-Nazi resistance groups, led by Communists, that operated during the Second
World War are also outlawed.
On March 31st, four leaders of the Communist Party were convicted of “promoting
totalitarianism.” Their crime was operating a website and printing a leftist newspaper. They
were sentenced to nine months in prison with hard labor.
The “Law and Justice Party” which leads Poland is leading the crackdown on Communists,
leftists, and Pan-Slavists while at the same time allowing Neo-Nazis and other fascists to
operate openly. While Communists and Pan-Slavists are forced into the shadows, 400 NeoNazis paraded through the streets on April 13th in a public rally.
Imagine if Vladimir Putin were to crackdown on his pro-liberal, western opponents in such a
way? In Putin’s Russia, the “Union of Right Forces” and other parties that embrace western
ideologies operate openly. Groups promoting free market capitalism, falsifying Russian
history and accusing great historical ﬁgures of genocide, openly operate all across Russian
soil, and often receive western funding as they do so.
The “human rights” allegations against Russia pale in comparison to what is being openly
done by the pro-NATO polish regime, as the missile systems are being erected, paving the
way to World War Three.
The hypocrisy of western media and the “human rights” NGO noise machine should be very
obvious.
Caleb Maupin is a political analyst and activist based in New York. He studied political
science at Baldwin-Wallace College and was inspired and involved in the Occupy Wall Street
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